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Weekly Horoscopes
Star Signer
April 20, 2020

Long walks and good books might be in store for you this quarantine week dear star children. Read
more about your week in astrology.

ARIES
The stars encourage you to stay on task this week Aries, as much as your bed might be calling for
midday naps try to stay strong.
Your quarantine go to song is ‘Six Feet Apart’ by Alec Benjamin.

TAURUS
Take the time this week to learn a new skill Taurus! The moon is tilted to the left side, which means
you are an unstoppable force. Try out that new tiktok dance and discover your inner choreographer.

GEMINI
Missing your friends a little extra this week Gemini? Try hosting a Zoom Happy Hour. The stars will
align on Wednesday for light-hearted conversation and laughs. Pop open your favorite bottle of wine
(or beer) and enjoy human interaction.

CANCER
Have you exhausted the trails at your local park dear Cancer? Try exploring other parks and trails!
There are literally so many parks. Download that Pokemon Go and find’em all.

LEO
On Thursday you will discover the secret to overthrowing Tom Nook dear Leo. This will be an
incredible revelation or a lucky glitch in the game. Either way, share it with your Reddit community.

VIRGO
You’re feeling ready to change up your home or room this week Virgo. Quarantine has you tired of
the mundane. The universe suggests polka dots on the walls and lots of tapestries. Get to painting!

LIBRA
Don’t let the feelings of discouragement get to you this week Libra. You are capable and you are
powerful. The universe knows that picking the right filter for your insta worthy picture is hard but go
with your gut. It will give you the right answer.

SCORPIO
For so long Scorpio you have felt as though no one listens to you. You’re wrong, there is one person in
particular who always loves to hear you tell that one story about that time in high school over and
over and over again. Let this person know you appreciate them.

SAGITTARIUS
Single and unable to mingle Sagittarius? Look no further than Hinge! Ask people about their new
quarantine routine. You’re feeling extra confident this week so stay in and meet your special
someone via Zoom!

CAPRICORN
This will be a very difficult week to keep track of your busy schedule Capricorn. We suggest sticking
post it notes everywhere and consuming large amounts of milk duds for stress relief. The post it
notes will eventually be seen by others so they can remind you too.

AQUARIUS
The universe seems to be throwing some bad luck on you lately Aquarius. Look for a four-leaf clover
and consume lots of lemon water. Try being nice to people and good karma will find you. Your lucky
vegetable this week is yams.

PISCES
You are finding yourself in a particularly productive mood this week Pisces! You’ve got a lot on your
plate but you know how to divide it up. Make sure to get some R&R this weekend with those you care
about though. Mental health is just as important as your physical health.

Wine with DeWine: It’s 2 o’clock somewhere
Maram Abuhaidar
April 20, 2020

Ever since Governor Mike DeWine declared a state of emergency on March 9, he has continually
maintained communication with citizens through press conferences every day at 2 p.m.
Dr. Amy Acton, medical director of the Ohio Department of Health, has been appearing alongside
DeWine to address any significant precautions and the latest data regarding the health of the people.

The trend begins
Since then, the hashtag #WineWithDeWine has been trending on social media.
Not only has this been strengthening citizens’ hopes during this difficult time, it has been racking up
sales for wine.
In March alone, liquor sales jumped 26 percent while beer sales went up by 38 percent, according to
the Ohio Department of Commerce Division of Liquor Control.

Games and merch
The #winewithdewine Pressor Drinking Game has been trending, which consists of having a drink(s)
based on the content during the conference. For example, every time Dr. Acton says “um,” you have
one drink; every time the presenters don’t practice social distancing, you have three drinks, and so
on. This game’s details can be found online.
Also, sales of #WineWithDeWine t-shirts have gone up.
The shirts come in many designs and include optimistic phrases like “We’re in This Together” with
DeWine and Acton on them. They can be found on multiple websites including Amazon, Etsy and
Clothe Ohio.
These little events and games have helped people become more cheerful during quarantine.
View more on Instagram>>>

Moving forward together
The governor has been advocating that we work together by social distancing in order to slow the
spread of the coronavirus ahead of time.
His messages and efforts have shown to have a strong effect on people as the roads seem to
become emptier day by day.
For many people, this means of communication is comforting as they are constantly being updated
on any important information they need to know.
This puts people at ease when they know what is going on in the outside world and what they need to
do to be safe while staying locked up inside their homes all day in fear.
To learn more about the Wine with DeWine hour, tune in on Channel 6, Channel 28 or 53 News or
search #winewithdewine on Twitter and join the movement.

WSU leadership to take 20 percent salary reduction, freeze on spending
Dylan Collison
April 20, 2020

Wright State University [WSU] President Susan Edwards issued a campus communication email
announcing campus-wide hiring freezes and spending cuts.
“We’ve already taken and informed you of a number of steps to reduce expenses in the short term by
instituting a hiring freeze on all non-approved external hires and significantly curbing expenditures in
numerous areas,” said Edwards.
The university announced the following cost saving measures, effective immediately.
●
●
●
●
●
●

University leadership (President, Provost, Vice Presidents, Vice Provosts, and Deans)
has voluntarily agreed to take a 20 percent reduction in salary.
Hold on all non-critical university-funded capital projects.
Freeze on all new contractual agreements for goods and services.
Elimination of all discretionary non-compensation spending.
Moving campus facilities into a low energy usage mode where possible.
Freezing all university-issued ProCards.

As some Ohio businesses will return to work this week, WSU will review a plan to determine staff
plans.
This includes a possible reduction in force.
Edwards also noted that the university may need to utilize unemployment benefits where necessary
during this emergency period. She noted that the university is committed to maintaining all
personnel and positions.
According to Edwards, the State of Ohio has informed the university to also expect a significant
reduction in state share of instruction [SSI] for both fiscal year 2020 and fiscal year 2021. This
upcoming year, all public universities are to plan for a 20 percent reduction in SSI.
This would be an estimated $20 million dollar revenue loss for WSU.
In addition, the university issued more than $3 million in refunds and credits for university housing,
meal plans, parking passes and applicable fees.

The university is also expecting a 17 percent decrease in summer enrollment due to the coronavirus.
Edwards also anticipates that fall enrollment will be down once again due to other area colleges and
universities redirect their recruitment efforts to local direct from high school, transfer, and
unemployed sectors.This is a developing story. The Wright State Guardian has contacted the Ohio
Department of Education and is awaiting additional budget information.

Before the pandemic set in, one WSU student took the last flight to Honduras
Maia Anderson
April 20, 2020

Before the coronavirus pandemic shut down flights across the world and Wright State students were
banned from traveling abroad, two students went to Honduras from February 23 through February
27.
This is an account of a trip to the South American country before students were sent home for the
semester.
I was one of two chosen by the Student Management Board of the ReyRey Café to travel to
Honduras with Boston Stoker. Boston Stoker is the brand that supplies the shops coffee.
Two students were asked to come with them to check out the coffee farms and learn more about the
process that goes into making coffee.
This South American country is one of few Boston Stoker gets their coffee from.
Honduras is not a country that most people think of when they hear the word “vacation,” but it is such
a sight to see.
Honduras is one of the poorest countries in Latin America with more than half of the country in
poverty. Their currency is called lempira; one lempira is equal to 40 U.S. cents.
However, it is insanely beautiful.
Huge palm trees and bushes cover the open land. Exotic birds fill the trees and the weather is always
nice.
Stepping off the plane, the first thing noticed is the hot air. Even inside the airport, humidity and
dryness fill the atmosphere.
In Honduras, people do not pay rent or mortgages. The houses in Honduras look nothing like those in
America; huts are built from wood and brick with roofs made from scrap metal. A lot of the homes are
one or two bedrooms and the floors are made of mud or dirt.
In some cases, houses are made from better materials and have actual roofing.
Most of the time, large families will buy a big plot of land and all build their houses on the land.

Seeing these living conditions, it is hard not to feel sorry for the people, but it is what they are used to
and the only thing they know.
Most families have their own livestock and plantation to feed themselves. Low incomes have led to
these low standards of living.
A lot of churches and facilities in America do mission trips to Honduras to build free houses for locals
since they cannot afford materials to build sturdy homes.
Many of the houses are very close to the main road or very high in the mountains. The houses that
are in the mountains are separated into villages and the people there roam around more freely.
Those that live in the mountains get a very beautiful view of Honduras.
Driving into the mountains can take a few hours. Those that live up there do not go the main city
often since it takes so long and most of them do not have cars.
Many Hondurans are self-employed and sell fruit at their own stands. There are countless fruit and
snack stands. Around every corner is a stand with someone selling their products.
One of the things Honduras is known for is its coffee. The coffee farmers in Honduras have a lot of
work to do for such little pay. Majority of the men are farmers.
Coffee farmers must climb steep hills in the hot sun and pick coffee cherries for hours at a time. They
get paid by each bucket they fill with cherries. Filling one bucket pays around 50 lempiras, which is
equal to $2 in the U.S.
$2 is barely enough to afford a candy bar in America.
Seeing the coffee farmers having to work in such conditions is very heartbreaking. They are all so
friendly, making it much harder to be okay with their situation.
Stray animals, especially dogs, fill the streets. Families do not keep dogs as pets as much as
Americans do. Horses, donkeys, cows and chickens all roam free along the side of the roads.
There are not many huge shopping centers or grocery stores in Honduras. Small shops and vendors
fill the strips and are mostly locally owned.
The few people that own cars mostly own pick-up trucks. They fill the beds of the trucks with as
many people as they can when going from place to place. These people are risking their lives as there
are no seatbelts and they are riding on bumpy, dusty roads.

The education system in Honduras is a big issue – there is a lack of schools and staff. Education is a
large privilege for those who can afford it.
Honduran children do not have much supervision. They run free in the dusty, hot streets, unaware of
the poverty and difficult futures ahead of them.
Being stared at is something to get used to. There are not many tourists to Honduras so foreigners
get a lot of long, hard stares.
Honduras is very dissimilar to anywhere in America. Even poverty in America differs from Honduras’.
This country needs to be seen by everyone to understand the differences in the ways people live.

Dayton Foodbank to set up at Wright State Nutter Center
Marissa Couch
April 20, 2020

Mass amounts of food will be available at Wright State University’s Nutter Center from The Dayton
Foodbank on April 21.
The event will be held from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Families are welcome to start lining up at 9 a.m. The Foodbank ensures that any vehicle in line by
noon will be served, with a limit of two households per vehicle.
No-contact service will be given by staff and members of the National Guard. Any workers will be
required to wear masks and gloves.
According to The Dayton Foodbank webpage, there are 120,040 people struggling with food
insecurity and 16.3 percent of them are children.
At this time, where schools are closed and hundreds of thousands of Ohioans are out of work, these
numbers have amplified.
The Foodbank has a history of partnering with WSU for a yearly distribution event in the summer,
according to a WSU press release.
Additionally, The Dayton Foodbank will hold drive-thru hours at 56 Armor Place in Dayton on April 20
and 22 between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m.
According to the press release, more than 22 million people nationally have filed for unemployment
aid in the last month. Statewide, the number of initial jobless claims filed during the period is 855,197.

From the frontlines: Pandemic childcare employees
Marissa Couch
April 21, 2020

Any operating childcare facility must be registered as a temporary pandemic childcare center as of
March 26. This order was given by Governor Mike DeWine and will tentatively be lifted on April 30.
Many area centers chose to apply to be pandemic centers, while others made the choice to close
their doors for the month.
Precious Ones Learning Center has been granted the temporary license, in which ratios were cut to a
fraction of what they were previously.
Ratios have been cut to 1:6 for all age groups, according to the Ohio Department of Job and Family
Services (ODJFS).
Director Cara Rigsbee is taking all the necessary precautions to keep her families and staff safe at
this time.

Not business as usual
The facility operates from their normal hours of 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. On-site staff has the option of two
different shifts, whether they would prefer to open or close.
Rigsbee has asked the staff that has a spouse or other family member that is currently working to
stay home if possible. This would allow those who more heavily rely on the income to continue
working.
“Our program is a non-profit religious ministry and therefore our workers are not eligible for
unemployment,” said Rigsbee.
Precious Ones has welcomed new children and staff during this time due to other centers closing.
Children of essential workers are the only ones authorized to attend pandemic centers at this time.
“This switch to pandemic care has been a stressful one full of rule changes,” said Rigsbee. “The
Governor and his staff are making policy changes as fast as they can, but the policy changes only
help or cover half of the community. There are many gray areas that are not covered or not thought
out well enough to help all people.”

The center usually serves 125 students per week during the school year and around 50-75 per week
during the summer.
“Currently, with my pandemic license, I am serving anywhere from 12-18 kids per day depending on
the days of the week parents are required to work,” said Rigsbee.
Parents are required to make reservations the week prior to them needing care so that Rigsbee can
plan accordingly.
“We have kept a large portion of our staff, including administration, off-site in the event one of our
staff members becomes sick so we can bring a new rotation of staff in to replace the sick staff,” said
Rigsbee.
Essential workers that are currently utilizing the pandemic center care include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Military personnel
Physicians
Medical receptionists and managers
Frozen food industry
Banking
Nursing
Trucking
Auto supplies

‘The days are running into each other’
The staff is taking the time to sanitize classrooms in the middles and ends of each day. Parents are
prohibited to go beyond the entry and any church staff or members have been prevented from
entering the facility at this time.
“The days are running into each other. We operate on yesterday, today and tomorrow,” said Rigsbee.
Brittany Long is a teacher at Precious Ones and makes a point to wash her hands and sanitize
everything possible and keep outside interaction to essential errands only.
“I love the kids, but honestly, the paycheck is what is driving me to come to work. I cannot afford to
not work,” said Long. “The lower numbers are nice. More time for one-on-one interactions with the
kids and the kids in my room are a pretty chill bunch.”

Teacher Kaylee Fugate is relieved to be able to work at this time.
“Honestly just having a job that I can still go to on a daily basis and seeing the kids every day is what
drives me to come to work,” she said. “The atmosphere is definitely quieter than usual since we can
only have six kids, but it’s a lot of fun to focus more on 6 kids and give them more attention and
easier to do small group activities with them.”
Fugate is taking steps to keep herself safe by constant hand washing and sanitizing, as well as
changing her clothing as soon as she gets home to be washed. Rigsbee has taken similar steps to
help stop the spread of germs.
“When I arrive home, I take off my clothing and shoes and wash them in the washing machine,” said
Rigsbee. “I do not do anything at home until I have taken a shower and changed into a new set of
clothing.”
The next steps for childcare centers are unknown at this time as President Donald Trump and Gov.
DeWine discuss the upcoming re-opening of businesses.

Raider Food Pantry now offering gift cards
Alexis Wisler
April 21, 2020

The Raider Food Pantry, a need-based pantry for Wright State students and the broader community,
has begun a gift card service to continue aiding people with their grocery needs remotely during the
coronavirus pandemic.

How to receive a gift card
Students must apply to be considered for a gift card. According to the Raider Food Pantry, a total of
125 gift cards at $20 each will be available each month. If more than 125 students apply, the
recipients will be chosen at random.
“Students must be currently enrolled and have experienced recent or historical economic hardship.
Students will be asked for their UID and their enrollment will be confirmed for eligibility,” said GA
Coordinator of the Raider Food Pantry Ri Molnar.
Students can apply every month to receive a gift card, including students who previously received
one.
“Students can apply all months that the gift cards are available and students who aren’t awarded in
the first month will automatically be part of the next month’s drawing without having to reapply,” said
Molnar.
According to the Raider Food Pantry, their supplies have been depleted because of the substantial
need from students. Due to the pandemic they are unable to restock, so the gift cards are a way to
continue to supplement student’s groceries during this time of need.

Current state of the program
“We received 250 applications this month. The majority of students have cited being laid off from
campus jobs as spurring their current financial crisis,” said Molnar.
According to the Raider Food Pantry, recipients will be notified on April 15, May 15 and June 15.

“This is a very new program and we are planning as we go. The WSU Foundation has secured us
financial support through the COVID-19 Response Fund of Greater Dayton to assist us in offering this
service and we are hoping that we will continue to secure funding if the need extends into the
future,” said Molnar.
According to The Dayton Foundation, the COVID-19 Response Fund of Greater Dayton awards
grants to organizations that focus on basic human needs, such as food, shelter and safety, mental
health and the financial impact the pandemic has on individuals. Those who wish to donate to the
Raider Food Pantry to help their cause can do so at
https://webapp2.wright.edu/online-giving/give.php?action=add_designations&designation%5B%5D
=RP__551520&submit=Make+my+Donation%21&submit=Make+my+

WSU names chief recruitment and admissions officer
Natalie Cunningham
April 21, 2020

Effective June 1, 2020, Robert Durkle will be the new chief recruitment and admissions officer for
Wright State University, according to a university release.
“Durkle is uniquely suited to hit the ground running to lead Wright State’s recruitment and
admissions efforts,” said Wright State President Sue Edwards, according to the release.
Wright State faces reductions in state funding and decreased student enrollment in light of the
coronavirus pandemic. Wright State expects to be forced to make more difficult decisions about the
operations of the university and needs to invest in recruiting new students, according to Edwards.
“Now more than ever, our strategies of recruitment, retention and relationships are vital for the
future of our university. As chief recruitment and admissions officer, Mr. Durkle will play a pivotal role
in the execution of these strategies,” said Edwards.
Durkle will be part of the senior leadership team and report to Edwards. He will be focusing on
creating an effective plan to recruit new students and build positive relationships with the Wright
State community, faculty, staff and alumni.
He will oversee several departments such as Undergraduate Recruitment, Financial Aid, Admissions,
UCIE, RaiderConnect, College Credit Plus, Transfer and the Office of Marketing, according to the
release.
Durkle has 40 years of experience in leadership positions in admissions, recruitment and financial aid
at the University of Dayton.
He is currently the associate vice president of enrollment management and the dean of admission
and financial aid. Durkle is a lifelong Dayton-area resident with a Master of Science in Education and a
Bachelor of Science in Education from the University of Dayton and familial connections to Wright
State, according to the release.

Nutter Center foodbank drive-thru exceeds expectations
Marissa Couch
April 21, 2020

The Dayton Foodbank successfully set up at Wright State University’s Nutter Center on Tuesday
morning. According to a WSU news release, traffic in the surrounding area came to a slow during the
event.
The foodbank previously asked the public to refrain from lining up before 9 a.m., but there were many
cars who chose to do so anyway.
Approximately 1,400 households were served at the event. This doubled amounts in previous years
such as 600-800 households, according to the release.
Food distribution has become more prominent in wake of the coronavirus pandemic, causing local
food distribution organizations to become busier at this time.
The service was given as planned with no-contact methods. The volunteers wore personal protective
wear and loaded the food into trunks and back seats of the vehicles.
The event was held with the assistance of foodbank staff, members of the National Guard as well as
the Fairborn and WSU Police Departments.

Urbana University announces closure, WSU launches support page
Makenzie Hoeferlin
April 21, 2020

On April 21, Urbana University announced its closure of the nearly 200-year-old campus and cease of
enrollment effective after spring semester.
The school is located in Urbana, Ohio with a population of less than 1,400 students.
According to the university website:
“Franklin University’s efforts to stabilize the Urbana campus have met with some success in recent
years. However, the global coronavirus pandemic has added a level of stress and uncertainty to
Urbana’s prospects that make it impossible to sustain, compelling Franklin University to discontinue
physical operations on the branch campus effective after the May Spring 2020 semester has ended.”
Wright State University (WSU) is offering support to students after Urbana announces its indefinite
closure following the spring semester due to the coronavirus pandemic.
“We know that the COVID-19 pandemic has presented a challenge for all educational institutions,”
said Wright State President Sue Edwards in a press release. “We’re very sad that it has resulted in
Urbana University closing, so we want to help their students as best we can.”
WSU is offering students from Urbana academic and housing scholarships for fall and spring
semesters.
In addition to financial support, WSU is also encouraging Urbana students to have one-on-one
conversations with academic advisors to discuss programs and transfer credits.
According to Jennifer McCamis, WSU director of admissions, whether Urbana students see WSU as a
good fit or not, she wants them to know that WSU is here to help.
To learn more visit the website

here>>

From the frontlines: Physicians, medical workers adapting to changes
Natalie Cunningham
April 22, 2020

Healthcare workers are vital to treating those inflicted with the coronavirus. They are fighting on the
frontlines to flatten the curve and are risking their health and their family’s health every day to help
those in need.

Changes to healthcare workers’ routines
Wright State Physicians has had to restructure their entire clinic due to the coronavirus. Some
employees now work from home while others still work in person at the clinic. A coronavirus task
force has been created to tackle the pandemic.
Normally, Dr. Jennifer Lee, a family medicine physician who works for Wright State Physicians and
the Boonshoft School of Medicine, would be seeing her own patients as a primary care provider. She
has now been assigned new roles such as being a respiratory care physician, according to Lee.
“I have had to be flexible with a changing schedule and realizing that from week to week things may
change, especially with all of the unknowns. For example, not knowing how much of a surge of
patients we might get and adjusting to sometimes working at home. That’s been different. We all had
to learn how to see patients virtually,” said Lee.
Some healthcare workers have been asked to take on new tasks during this time.
Donna Cunningham, nurse practitioner at Fairfield Medical Center, normally teaches tobacco
cessation classes but has moved to working in urgent care and employee health. She has had to
cross-train to adapt to new tasks.
“It’s been hard. I love the job I was doing with the tobacco cessation, that’s really where my passion is.
My program was new and I was just getting it built up so it’s a little disheartening to me that I’ve kind
of been interrupted in growing that and that I’m being pulled to another area. Which I’m more than
willing to do because I want to help out in any way I can, but it is definitely out of my comfort zone and
where I wanted to be,” said Cunningham.
For Heather Robinett, phlebotomist at Adena Health Systems, most appointments occur via
telephone call or video call, but not all patients can be examined and cared for through telehealth and
still need to be seen in person.

According to Robinett, she has also started drawing patient’s blood from their cars to decrease
potential infection for healthcare workers and patients.
Joyce Krech, who works at Adena Health Systems, has been working from home as she has an
autoimmune disease. This hasn’t stopped her from working to help her patients in any way that she
can; she has been using telehealth to meet with her patients virtually.
“I do appreciate the opportunity to continue to care for their needs,” said Krech. “I was a nurse in the
emergency room and paramedic for many years and have been on the front line for flues, illnesses,
and tragedies but this pandemic is something that I have never seen before.”

Safety for healthcare workers
“I feel like our COVID-19 task force has been a great group of people that includes administrators and
basically our leadership at Wright State Physicians. They’ve all come together to create a plan and
facilitate communication between all the providers and the departments, which I think has been key
for keeping everybody safe and aware,” said Lee. “They’ve been up to date on what Dr. Amy Acton
and the governor has been briefing everybody on. Our leadership has been paying attention and
following those guidelines, so I think we’ve been successful in that.”
The Ohio Department of Health has been working hard to release updated information and safety
guidelines. Many places of employment are following these guidelines and going even further to
protect their employees and patrons, according to Robinett.
“I definitely feel that my employer has done a good job. We are fortunate in our area that we have not
seen a surge in the COVID-19 cases, so we have all the personal protection equipment that is
necessary to do our jobs. We are working to conserve it, so we don’t run out in the future,” said
Cunningham. “I have been very impressed with our state leadership with Governor DeWine and the
Ohio Department of Health director Amy Acton. I feel that the steps that they have taken has been
what has led to us not seeing the surge in COVID-19 cases.”
Robinett does not feel that healthcare workers are being compensated for their work and with
patient volume down, paychecks are also down.
Adena is taking a huge loss and has furloughed roughly 500 people, according to Robinett.

“I don’t feel this is the health systems fault. I would not want to be a CEO of a healthcare facility right
and make these difficult decisions. However, people at grocery stores are getting hazard pay, as they
should. They are still out working and being around the public, getting people essential items. I just
feel that healthcare workers should also get that. They are the ones bedside making these difficult
decisions,” said Robinett. “I think the government should step in and help. I think the government
should put something together to help healthcare personnel that are putting their lives on the line.”
According to Robinett, Ohio has done a great job stopping the spread early on, and because of that,
the numbers of cases have been lower than expected.

The experience at the frontline
“Working from home is a new challenge and I think for a physician we have to make sure that we are
in a safe and confidential place when we’re talking to our patients. Still, life goes on around you, you
know,” said Lee. “For me, I have a small child, so I try to stay in a place that she’s not going to interfere
with my work. So sometimes that’s a challenge because you don’t have as clear of a separation
between work and homelife.”
There is a lot of anxiety in the community and part of the job of a physician is to answer questions
and try to alleviate anxiety in patients.
Not only do physicians need to do their usual work but they’re also working to stay up to date on new
information to be a resource to patients, according to Lee.
“I’ve been covering in the urgent care and employee health and it is definitely different than what I
have been doing. I have never worked urgent care during my career as a nurse practitioner so there’s
a lot of new things that I’m seeing. I haven’t done suturing since I was in school so I’m refreshing my
skills on that, among other things,” said Cunningham.
The volume of patients being seen in the outpatient setting has decreased by a staggering amount
because many people are following the stay at home recommendation and observing social
distancing, according to Cunningham.
“There is the overriding concern that even when you’re going in to see someone that is not
presenting symptoms and they could be an asymptomatic carrier of COVID-19. Usually I go in and
introduce myself and put my hand out to shake but now I’m introducing myself from across the room.
It’s been very different,” said Cunningham. “It’s also hard knowing that every time you go out and
interact with somebody that you could be exposing yourself to this virus and taking it home to your
family or in my case my father who is elderly and has health issues. I worry about him being exposed
so I’ve really been limiting my contact with him which is very hard.”

There are so many unknowns during this time. No one is sure what will happen when and if the surge
will hit certain areas, if there will be a second wave, what will happen if things get worse and when
this will all improve. The uncertainty is the hard part, according to Robinett.
“It has moments of being difficult. It’s scary when you see things on the news or hear the providers
talk about what all could happen. Some people in my office are very scared though,” said Robinett. “I
couldn’t imagine living in New York right now or working in the healthcare field there. If I worked at
the hospital it would probably be more difficult and scarier.”
Krech has been using telehealth to treat her patients but it’s been hard not being able to evaluate
their state of being in person. She has been touching base and reaching out to ensure that patients
have their medications ordered to offer comfort and support to her patients.
“I am a people person so it is hard not being able to hug and see my family and friends,” said Krech.

Final advice and thoughts
“I think that COVID-19 has been a challenge for healthcare providers in all fields for different reasons.
I think that in this time, it’s important for us to realize that our communication, our teamwork and our
resilience is so important, maybe even more important than it ever has been,” said Lee. “Because we
have to try to get the right information out there and be a support and a light for our community and
our patients. This highlights, as a physician, our role in a public health crisis. I think now more than
ever we need to rise to that challenge.”
Robinett is happy to still be working and making a difference. She is trying to be a calming voice and
presence for her family, friends and patients. She believes that by taking the appropriate actions and
staying positive, we can get through this pandemic.
“This is an unusual time for all of us. I think we all just need to be patient with each other, to give
grace to each other and realize that we’re all trying our best. I’m concerned that so many people may
look at the numbers and since they are much lower than what the models have projected, they may
think that everything was an overreaction but, in my opinion, if we hadn’t taken the steps that we had,
our healthcare system would have been dramatically overrun,” said Cunningham. “I’m always
concerned that there’s going to be a push to go back to normal to quickly and that we will see that
surge in cases so just continue to follow the physical distancing guidelines and be patient with
everyone.”

QuaranREAD: How to find books for free
Ariel Parker
April 22, 2020

Like many Raiders, I’m over bingeing Netflix, watching press conferences, and even (gasp!) playing
Animal Crossing.
Reading can be the perfect escape, and since we’re all practicing social distancing, it’s the perfect
time to hole away and escape into a different world.
Below are some helpful ways to read for free and dive into a good book or two:

Read the books already on your shelf
This may be really obvious, but don’t ignore the books you already own. Whether they were books
you found at a thrift store, given to you at past Christmases or favorites from your childhood, you
might have unintentionally collected books that are taking up space on your shelves.
Take some time to declutter your bookshelves and take a fresh look at the books you already own.
Pick about four or five that interest you and read the first chapter of each to see which ones spark
your interest.
Many people, including myself, are “comfort reading” – rereading past favorites to remember a time
when the world wasn’t on fire. And if there are any books you don’t care for, you can now put them in
the “giveaway” pile.
Also be sure to go through your wallets and purses to find any unused gift cards you can use to
purchase books and support your local bookstores.

Virtually check out books from your library
Most libraries are closed and won’t allow people to come in to return or check out books. However,
most libraries, especially those in the Dayton area, have apps that you can download for free on your
phone, the most popular being Hoopla, Overdrive and Libby. These free apps have changed the
library game, and as long as you have a library card, you can check out an e-book or audiobook
anytime, anywhere!

Depending on how big your library is and how many users they have, you can even be waitlisted for
specific books and notified when they’re ready to be downloaded. You can have multiple library
branches attached to one account or if a book isn’t available at one branch, you can find it at another.
Most libraries are on these apps, and especially now that coronavirus is hitting booksellers and
libraries especially hard, it’s easier than ever to pick up a book and read.
Be sure to turn on your “Do Not Disturb” to keep notifications from popping up and interrupting your
reading time.

Free Kindle reads on Amazon Prime
If you already have Amazon Prime, you’re in luck. Amazon account holders can download the Kindle
app on their phone and if you have Prime, a select amount of books are available for free for a limited
time. Everything from romance to historical fiction and even NYT Bestsellers are available.
You can check a book out for as long as you want, but you can only hold 10 books at a time and
there’s no guarantee that the books will be available for free with Prime again.

Project Gutenberg
Of the many free online resources to read books, my personal favorite is Project Gutenbeg – a
website that has over 60,000 free ebooks that you can read on your computer, phone or
Kindle/Kindle app. Most of the books are classics published before the 1930s. From poems to essays
to philosophy, you can pick up anything.
You can also read the book before watching the movie, as “Emma,” “Little Women,” and “Anne of
Green Gables” are just a few of the many classics available. This won’t have as much variety, and
many classics are available for free elsewhere, but this is an excellent resource to start.
While it is difficult to pull yourself away from trending hashtags on Twitter or constantly watching the
news, it’s important to be kind to yourself. Picking up a good book and setting time aside for yourself
can drastically improve your mood and focus.

Laker Life: Essential workers and student life combined
Roxanne Roessner
April 22, 2020

College students sometimes find themselves struggling to balance school and work, but for essential
workers during this time, it is even more difficult.
Lake Campus Psychology student Trinity Rammel works at Gels IGA in St. Henry. She is in her second
year at the Lake and has been balancing school and work since high school.
Rammel works at the register, the liquor sales lottery in the front office, grocery orders and in the deli
department.
She is a full-time student and worker, working 40 hours each week along with completing her studies
at the Lake.

What steps are being taken for essential workers?
According to Rammel, “every morning we check our temperature before clocking in. We bought
social distancing shields for our registers and have limited our hours to give up extra time to restock.
We also offer delivery services for grocery items. Masks are available to workers too.”
Gels IGA currently has limited hours from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. instead of their regular close at 8 p.m.

Working from home
“Personally, I think online schooling is harder than in class. You are responsible for it all. You must
make yourself accountable. You must teach yourself,” said Rammel.
Another student, Caroline Moorman, took a break from traditional full-time school this semester. She
opted to take one online elective class through Wright State and two flex-pace general business
courses through Sinclair.
Moorman interns for Flagel Huber Flagel in Kettering but works from home, along with her
coworkers. “The other interns and I were not supposed to work from home unless there were no
other options due to our experience level,” she said. She does a mix of field audits and tax
preparation.

Communication is key
Both Rammel and Moorman have succeeded at balancing their work and education thanks to
communication between employees and bosses, and dialogue between students and Wright State.
“All my professors are still available through email if I have any questions. I am thankful that I am an
essential employee and still have the opportunity to work,” said Rammel.

How to apply for unemployment in Ohio
Natalie Cunningham
April 22, 2020

The coronavirus outbreak has caused a mass number of people to become unable to work and
resulted in a huge spike in unemployment rates.
Many people are desperately in need of relief from the financial toll that this has caused.
People who have been laid off from work can apply through the Ohio Department of Job and Family
Service (ODJFS).
Student employment is not covered by an unemployment insurance law per Ohio Revised Code. This
means that student workers who are unable to work on campus at this time will not be able to
receive benefits from ODJFS, according to Wright State human resources.
Ohio has two main ways to file for unemployment benefits: through their website and by phone.
When filing online, you may file 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The online site to file is
unemployment.ohio.gov.
When filing via phone, you can call Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The office receiving
phone calls is not open during holidays.
The phone number available to use when filing is 877-644-6562 and the TTY number is
614-387-8408, according to Ohio’s government webpage.

From the frontlines: Police Departments
Shaddia Qasem
April 23, 2020
With the situation that the world is in, it is important to have and appreciate essential employees who
keep things going. One of the many essential workers that are put to the task are police officers.
In moments such as these, police departments are prepared with procedures and operations in
dealing with an emergency such as a pandemic.

Preparations
“As the pandemic developed, we designated operational periods based upon Federal, State and
Local recommendations,” said Captain Jeff Fiorita, public information officer (PIO) for The
Beavercreek Police Department. “Our personnel have trained for these events in full scale exercises
and tabletop exercises. The department was prepared for this type of operation and we quickly
adapted to necessary changes to continue our service to the community and our members.”
Wright State University Police Department (WSUPD) also prepared with an emergency response
plan and training exercise.
“On Feb. 11, the university hosted a pandemic influenza tabletop exercise with representatives from
the eight surrounding counties in the region,” said WSUPD Chief of Police David Finnie. “Participation
included officials from public health, hospitals, pharmacies, universities, police, fire and emergency
medical services (EMS) representing each of the eight county regions. A number of staff members
from WSU also participated in this exercise. This exercise helped establish coordinating mechanisms
with other agencies in the county that have since provided a variety of assistance and guidance.”

Crime
Since the lockdown, with most of the population staying at home, the amount of criminal activity has
decreased.
“Overall, the reported activity has lessened, however, the self-initiated activity from the officers has
increased. In these times, the patrol officers are spending more time driving thru the neighborhoods
and the business areas in an effort to be visible, to deter criminal activity, and to let the community
know we are here for them,” said Fiorita.

Changes in procedures

In order to ensure the continued safety of the community, both police departments have had
changes in their procedures.
“The recommendations from the Federal, State and Local levels has affected the Court system, our
usual interaction with citizens and how we typically conduct business,” said Fiorita.
“We are fortunate to have an internet-based

reporting system our citizens can use to report crimes
and/or information to the department,” said Fiorita. “Our officers are prepared to be proactive and
respond to calls for service. The officers are also equipped with personal protective equipment (PPE)
to respond accordingly to keep the citizens and themselves safe.”
For WSUPD, patrol operations have been altered.
“Our duties, at this time, have not only been to continue to provide excellence in service to our
community, but to ensure that our campus buildings and doors are secure. This also serves to give a
police presence in the buildings,” said Finnie.

The impact
With careful precautions to keep the interactions between officers and community members safe,
leaders in this department are dedicated to their services and protection of their community.
“I believe, especially during this time, that we need to continue to support our students as police
officers and reassure them by our presence on campus. We continue to be visible to all who enter the
campus,” said Finnie.

Video Game Review: “Final Fantasy 7 Remake”
Trey Brown
April 23, 2020

I’ve never played the original “Final Fantasy 7” that was released back in 1997, but with this remake,
why would I need to?
“Final Fantasy 7” stars the fan-favorite Cloud Strife and his journey in remembering his past life. He
starts the game as a mercenary who seems to be working in a grey area that is sure to stir up the
major conflict of the game.
I’m only a few hours into the game (chapter five) and already I’m blown away by the story. The
graphics are pushing the limits of PlayStation 4’s capacity, the character designs are amazing and the
open-world environment feels real.
Midgar, which is where the majority of the game is set so far, feels alive. There are side quests
available very early on and they don’t feel like lazy padding. They’re actually a great way to earn
money, which can be used to buy valuable items that can turn the tide of battles throughout.
The gameplay here is spectacular. The combat is fluid and being able to alternate between
characters mid-battle is very satisfying and allows for fresh battle perspectives.
An example is found in Tifa Lockhart, a character close to Cloud’s past. Her fighting style is based in
martial arts and differs from Cloud’s sword-fighting style. You also have available the muscled
Barrett, who utilizes more long-ranged attacks thanks to his right arm being a Gatling gun.
I’ve been playing on normal and I’ve found that the battles have been both difficult and fun. Losing
against a powerful foe is frustrating, but the game never feels like it’s stacked the deck too high.
Every victory is a satisfying one that feels earned.
Now I know what some of you are thinking, he hasn’t played that much of the game so how does he
know that the ending won’t suck?
Valid question, and one that I can’t really answer with actual fact. What I can say is that about five
hours in, I’m already a big fan of “Final Fantasy 7” and the series as a whole (which aren’t connected
directly). I’m interested to check out more of the games as well, likely beginning with “Final Fantasy
XV” (2016).

WSU community shares positive outlooks on quarantine
Makenzie Hoeferlin
April 23, 2020

Wright State students and faculty are still finding a positive outlook despite being in quarantine.

Dedication to personal development
Courtney Mullins, program manager of student organizations, has learned a lot during quarantine.
Some of the most important things being patience, understanding and compassion.
After the quarantine started, Mullins noticed that she was starting to get sad about everything
happening around her, so she decided to focus on personal development.
“I joined a virtual book club with my cousin,” said Mullins. “I also signed up for a virtual personal
development class and virtual conference with author and motivational speaker Rachel Hollis.”
According to Mullins, this is her way of moving forward and continuing to stay positive despite “what
life throws at us.”

Support from others
“I think the biggest positive right now is realizing I have so many people in my life that are there for
me, who I can talk to and ask advice from, even if I can’t see them in person,” said sophomore Katie
Jones.
As some students are discovering, quarantine is the best time to be thankful and grateful for what
they have.
Despite discouraging face-to-face interaction, it has allowed people to see more of their friends and
neighbors.
“I see lots of families and people walking in the neighborhood that I have never seen before,” said
Debbie Lamp, associate director of Student Involvement and Leadership.
This unique situation has also brought everyone together more than ever.

“Personally, I see a collective understanding that we are all in this together,” said Lisa Duke, assistant
director of Career Services. “It’s comforting and hopeful.”

Extra time
One thing that most everyone can agree on is that this quarantine has given them more time to do
what they really want to do.
“I’ve been cooking a lot and exercising more, which I didn’t really have time to do before,” said
freshman Samantha Leal.
Lamp has dedicated a lot of her extra time to trying new recipes and has found that she is a good
cook.
“I can follow a recipe and add my own twist to it as well,” said Lamp. “I made a delicious carrot and
coconut cake and cheesy scalloped potatoes from scratch!”

Breaking boundaries
Moving online has been difficult for many, but with the necessity to make changes, departments like
Career Services have discovered just how much they can actually do online.
“We knew we had to make all of this work so we could continue to meet our students where they are,
and we didn’t skip a beat,” said Duke.
This time alone has pushed students and faculty to discover new capabilities they did not know they
had.

Music Review: After Hours by The Weeknd
Maxwell Patton
April 24, 2020

Friday, March 20 saw the release of “After Hours,” the fourth studio album by Canadian singer The
Weeknd, a record which was highly praised by critics as his best album to date.
“After Hours” was supported by a promotional single, its title track, along with three other singles:
“Heartless,” “Blinding Lights” and “In Your Eyes.”
Overall, “After Hours” is a dark, 1980s-inspired romp that holds a solid consistency through its 14
tracks.
There’s no song on the record that is terrible, but a weak introduction does stray towards the
mediocre. Regardless, sharp synths and well-produced beats, along with the Weeknd’s signature
falsetto, make this record an interesting listening experience.

Highlights
1. “Blinding Lights”
This is a song that you will likely hear on every contemporary radio station now, because “Blinding
Lights” sounds like it was built for radio. The song’s synth-pop groove and The Weeknd’s vocals
cause it to be incredibly catchy, building off of 1980s nostalgia while still charting its own course.
2. “Scared To Live”
Nostalgic drums and The Weeknd’s falsetto tie into a song that ventures into an awkward place
melodically near the end but is nonetheless a catchy track.
3. “Save Your Tears”
A more mellow track on the album, the synth riff coupled with R&B roots make this an interesting
listen.

Background

Abel Makkonen Tesfaye, better known as The Weeknd, started his music career in 2010 when he
met producer Jeremy Rose. The two worked on an album but ended up only creating three songs to
be released: “What You Need,” “Loft Music” and “The Morning.” Tesfaye uploaded these three songs
anonymously to YouTube that December, crediting himself as The Weeknd.
The following year, he released a trilogy of mixtapes. “House of Balloons” was dropped in March,
followed by “Thursday” in August and “Echoes of Silence” in December.
After embarking on his first tour and signing with Republic Records, Tesfaye released a compilation
album, “Trilogy,” which contained material from the three mixtapes as well as three new songs. The
compilation was certified platinum, and his debut studio album, “Kiss Land,” was released the
following year.
“Beauty Behind the Madness,” Tesfaye’s second album, was released in 2015. The album’s singles
caused him to become the first male artist in history to attain the top three spots on the Billboard Hot
R&B Songs chart at the same time.
His third album, “Starboy,” was released the next year, and “My Dear Melancholy,” Tesfaye’s first
extended play, dropped in 2018. The name of his latest record, “After Hours,” was announced in
February 2020.
This album seems to me like a stylistic cousin to Dua Lipa’s “Future Nostalgia,” like the two are on
opposite ends of a day.
The cruising synthesizers on “After Hours” help invoke a time from long ago, which aids in the
album’s production. I’m glad to see The Weeknd reinventing his sound and utilizing nostalgia to craft
his music, because it’s lending to some real gems. I’m excited to see what path he follows next.

WSU medical student working in New Orleans
Shaddia Qasem
April 24, 2020

Amidst the global pandemic, there is no shortage of the need for healthcare professionals.
With physical clinicals having been cancelled, Boonshoft School of Medicine student Kyle Henneke
has had the opportunity to join a healthcare provider group to volunteer in major areas hit by
coronavirus.
“I felt this was my calling and, with nothing but time on my hands, I reached out to a representative at
Aya Healthcare, a travel nurse agency that has really stepped up and provided a seamless transition
into a new adventure as a healthcare provider,” said Henneke, according to a press release from the
Boonshoft School of Medicine.
As a graduate from Wright State with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing, and a part of the Physician
Leadership Development Program, Henneke will be working toward a Master of Public Health.
Henneke traveled to New Orleans on April 5 and will be volunteering until May 30. While working 48
hours a week, Henneke will also continue his online classes, complete electives and be a tutor.
“I’m nervous, fearful and anxious as I know that the personal protective equipment shortage across
the nation has endangered health care providers everywhere. But I know that I’ve been trained and
educated well and I am here to serve the people of New Orleans to the best of my ability and hope to
make a difference, even if it is small,” said Henneke, according to the press release.

Habits putting you at higher risk for coronavirus
Maram Abuhaidar
April 24, 2020

Although many people have been wearing masks, other aspects have been forgotten that could be
affecting people’s health. Habits in one’s everyday life that one doesn’t notice could be putting them
at higher risk for coronavirus.

Not washing your hands
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), handwashing is one of the best
ways to protect yourself and your family from getting sick.
If you touch your face without washing your hands, everything that you touched while you were at
the grocery store could be on your face, posing an immense threat to your health if any of those
contaminants enter your nose or mouth.

Not washing your hands long enough
Washing your hands is one thing, but you must wash them for long enough in order for most of the
germs to come off.
If you have trouble with this, try humming or singing the “Happy Birthday” song or even the alphabet;
it is important to wash for at least 20 seconds, according to the CDC.

Not disinfecting your phone
Although this might seem negligible to some, a phone can be the greatest threat after coming home
from being in public.
For instance, you go to the grocery store with gloves and a mask on and you are putting items in your
cart until you get a phone call. You pause to take the call and you continue the rest of your shopping.
Once you finish shopping and get home, you take the gloves and mask off and wash your hands. You
begin to prepare dinner and you use your phone for a recipe, for example, or you get another phone
call. The whole time you forgot to disinfect your cell phone and everything you touched at the
grocery store is not only on your phone, but now on your food.

It is very important to disinfect your phone often using isopropyl alcohol or even Clorox wipes.

Bringing in groceries right away
It is crucial that after you shop, you wipe down your groceries with disinfecting wipes or even keep
them inside your garage for some time before bringing them into your home.
According to Dawn Wooley, member of the CDC and professor of neuroscience, cell biology and
physiology at Wright State, viruses can stay on:
· plastic for about three days
· wooden surfaces for around four days
· Aerosol for three hours
· copper for four hours
· cardboard for 24 hours
· stainless steel for three days

Touching your face
This is the biggest culprit of them all. While it is something we don’t realize, we touch our face for an
average of 23 times an hour, according to ETNT Health. That means that the virus has approximately
12 opportunities to infect a host every hour.
Wearing a mask can help in not touching your face and washing your hands will keep them clean if
you happen to touch your face.
It is important to follow these guidelines and take care of our health during this scary time. You can
help reduce the spread of coronavirus with your actions.
For more information related to taking care of your health, visit cdc.gov.

Working in a hospital during coronavirus pandemic
Makenzie Hoeferlin
April 24, 2020

Jason Rodriquez, a Wright State University (WSU) alumnus, now works for Kettering Health Network
where he notices the effects of coronavirus.
Rodriquez attended WSU for his undergrad where he received a Bachelor of Science in Urban Affairs.
While studying public administration, Rodriquez worked as a firefighter.
After graduating from WSU in 2012, Rodriquez went to Ohio University (OU) for a postback in
advanced premedical so that he could apply for medical school.
Rodriquez graduated from OU in 2014 and now works for Kettering Health Network as an
osteopathic physician and anesthesiologist resident.

Fewer hours and more patients
According to Rodriquez, coronavirus has caused many noticeable changes within the hospital and
the resident program.
“We are not working as many hours because we’re trying to decrease our exposure to coronavirus,”
said Rodriquez.
Residents also have higher patient loads when they are at work. This is due to the residents splitting
the work between fewer people.
“We would call [a coworker] the ‘dirty resident’, as [that resident] was assigned to [coronavirus
patients] for the day,” said Rodriguez.
Another change that residents are experiencing is restriction on the patients they are allowed to
treat. In order to decrease exposure, all suspected coronavirus patients are seen by one resident for
a specific day.

Being aware and cautious
The pandemic has also made Rodriquez more aware and cautious about contact and contamination.

“Good hand washing and not touching my face are things we obviously knew about, but I think with
what’s going on right now, It makes it a lot more important,” said Rodriguez. “We think about all the
things that we touch and contaminate on a daily basis.”
Rodriguez has two kids at home, so his routine has changed to keep everyone at home safe from
what he is exposed to at work.
“I go into the hospital and change into scrubs there and I come home in street clothes,” said
Rodriguez. “As soon as I walk in the door, I don’t even say hi to the kids, I go straight to the bathroom
and wash up. I don’t want to risk carrying anything home with me.”

Moving forward
As the peak of the virus gets closer, Rodriquez knows that becoming exposed and getting sick is
more likely.
“Seeing more cases and more patients on ventilators, that’s always in the back of our mind,” said
Rodriguez.
Even though most residents are fairly young and healthy, the virus is variable and is a threat to
anyone, healthy or otherwise.
“I think that more so, as we get more cases at the hospital, then that is just going to increase the risk
of getting us exposed or infected,” said Rodriguez.

Pride for coworkers and community support
Rodriguez notices that he works with an amazing staff and community with continued resilience.
“We don’t know necessarily how this is all going to play out, and we definitely have our own fears,”
said Rodriguez. “But then when it’s time to take care of patients, I haven’t seen anybody let that stop
them from taking care of the patient.”
According to Rodriguez, the community support has been amazing all around. Local businesses
donate lunches and committee members bring extra personal protective equipment or deliver
homemade masks.
“It is all really appreciated,” said Rodriguez. “I think that the community as a whole has really gathered
around healthcare professionals.”

